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today Vietoris Rips andAlphaComplexes

In the last two lectures we've been studying tech complexes
of points in IR
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theorem For any finite Xc112 and r 0
techLXD UH r

twoimitations of Tech completes
1 Computationally expensive
2 Extension to arbitrary finite metric spaces is possible but
awkward



The Vietoris Rips Complex is an alternative to the
tech complex which is defined for arbitrary finite metric
metric space

It is usually much easier to compute than the Tech complex though
it's computation can also be expensivefor larger pointclouds

To a preview of Vietoris Rips complexes I will note that
in the example considered above the Vietoris Ripscomplex
is the same as the Tech complex but with the triangle
filled in

iaE
Cliquecompletes
Given a graph G i.e I D simplicial compled let LLLG
denote the largest abstract simplicial complex with the
same I skeleton



Thus to construct 4G start with G and
For each triple of vertices Xi tr GENG such that pAodgdsicyeery

i tj cG for all is c 1,333 addthe 2 simplex
simplex

Xi tz xD to CLCG to CVG

For each quadruple of vertices xi.xz.xs.lyCVCG sit
isXj t G forall i 1,23,43 add the 3simplex
Kitz 13,14 to L G intoCLG
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And so on for higher simplices
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Neighborhood Grads CreviewI
For X a finite metric space and r O let
Nrlx the Eneighborhood kaphof 1 be the graph sit

V Nr X X i.e the vertex set is X

Ly Ie Nr X if andonly if d y 2 s rin
metric on X

ti ti E
Example For X Co O G O H B C bD
with the Euclideanmetric

example fromthe startof lecture
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NrLX NIX GilLtdGDEidCx xDHixD laxDfeisty
Cech X l

Definition For X a finite metric space and r 30
the Vietoris Rips complex of 8 with scale parameter r
is VR X r CLINalX



In words VR X r is the clique complex of the
Zr neighborhood griph of X

Example For X as in the last example

VR GilLtdGDEidCx xDHixD laxDGi kid
x Xz Xz

Edison

VRLX 1

Easy fact If 44127 then ftp.O NIX is the 1 skeleton
of Tech X r Hence

VR X r is the clique complex of the I skeleton of
Ickx r

In particular techG DcVR X r

Conversely it can be shownthat VR X r a tech NER
This is non trivial but it is easy to show the
weaker result that VR X r a tech X Zr


